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Safety instructions
In use
- Use the SIMULATEUR EDISER control station only according to the instructions of
this manual.
- Install the driving station on a flat, steady, dry ground, shielded from dust and ice.
- On the BARACUDA station, think to fix the wheels to immobilize the driving station.
- Never disconnect the driving station while it is still operating. To stop it, click on
DÉMARRER, else select ARRÊTER.

Electrical safety
Use a power cable with ground connector. Attention your installation must be in
compliance with existing standards with a functional ground connector. Make
sure that the driving station is linked correctly with ground and power cable
does not risk to be torn away.
- Don’t block the driving station ventilation openings.
- Don’t attempt to introduce objects by openings located on the bottom of driving
station.
- We recommend tou to link your driving station with an inverter.
- Don’t touch the visible cables under the dashboard.
- Don’t use the station in wet areas or if a contact with a liquid is possible.
- Never attempt to open driving station parts without it asked by after-sales service.
On site
- After a trip, if the station stayed in a not warmed place, or in vehicle you have to let
rest the station for 1 hour in a temperate environment before switch on it (risks of
steam or condensation on the station electronic components can damage strongly
the simulator. To avoid this risks the wait in moderate place is advised).
- BARRACUDA: disconnect the driving station and take off the screens before a
station moving (distortion risk of supports)
- SIMUNOMAD II: pick up the seat, fold the steering wheel, take off the screens, bar,
and tablet. ATTENTION transportation with the central unit box prevent from being
able to run with the front of simulator. It’s better to transport it with two persons in
this configuration.
- We draw your attention to the driving station movement because disconnections
can happen due to vibrations or shocks occurred during transportation (run
on cobblestones, bosses, etc …).
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Warranty
Mechanical parts
Mechanicals elements as:
- Gearbox,
- Steering column with force feedback,
- Pedals,
- Handbrake,
are guaranteed on 1 year or according with the rent option selected; refer to contract
for conditions.
In case of possible delay of repair, the customer cannot claim to a compensation.
The voluntary damages bound to a misuse of device are not guaranteed. As for the
breaking of body car, scratches, breaking of levers or controls, breaking of steering
with force feedback, the restoration action as well as spare parts will be charged to
the current price list (intervention 125 € TTC + spare parts).

Computing parts
Computing devices, mainframe, and screens, are guaranteed 3 years on site. The
screens are guaranteed intervention J+1 by DELL.
All other elements require the intervention of the company staff having obligation of
maintenance. The intervention is made within 5 working days.

Special warranty in renting mode
In 36 months renting mode, the device is not the customer property. The warranty
conditions are same as the ones beforehand expressed in chapter 1 and 2 but
extended for all the duration of the contract.

Insurance
The user customer commits to indicate to his insurer the device rent and to sign an
additional insurance assuring him against the theft, fire and possible damages on the
device.

Procedures of putting in guarantee
In case of defect or breakdown the customer must call the assistance number

04.67.07.00.31
To be able to establish a breakdown diagnosis and do step in quickly a technician. It is
reminded that if the supplier has an obligation of ways implementation, the customer
has an obligation of collaboration so that the breakdown can be solved as soon as
possible.
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- Pedals calibration
The entire station calibration is made from an external application of which you find the
icon on the desktop.

When you double-click, a windows opens (example below)

Click on connection in the left upper corner to link application to simulator controls.
Thus select the device type in the Mapping drown-down menu.
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The operating system is easy. Take the
example of the clutch pedal.

Value change with puch

The free clutch pedal, without action, has a value of 13 whereas has a value of 120
when it is completely pushed.
To be sure of the operating quality it’s necessary that the real values for the minimum
is lower or equal to the entry value (here we recommend to put 17 instead of 13 in
minimums case), and for the maximum value it is necessary whether it is lower to the
maximum value obtained in the sinking of the pedal.
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How to use ROAD STAR in initial
driver training?
Introduction
The driving simulator is a great popularization and experiment exchange tool. It can be used in
individual way as a robot which guides you (rather in controls learning phases and driving organized
movements). It is also possible to use it in collective classes with a group of students and a trainer.
It is within this framework that the next pages were designed.
You will find the main indications and markers which allow you to meet the themes to be treated. What
scenario to use? What to say? How to make formal a speech get along with the driving phase unwound.
In a short time, you will have understood mechanisms which will allow you, with a little exploration of
software, to benefit educationally from simulator.

REMC: Group training organisation
Within the framework of the REMC, it is important that students participate to the driving phases,
please wait your turn, to maintain them active and collaborative.
For each theme, which you wish analyse with the group, you always should proceed by a driving phase
which is going to serve as recording. By means of this replay you can show what interest you and to
make your interlocutors react.
You can guide your student to produce the expected movie. Begin driving, introduce entertainments
If you wish at the key moments to make him misplace its attention etc...
The main part of the learning take place in the study with the group of what is registered in the Replay.
The camera movements allow you to put in place your words of obvious manner.
You will find below different points of REMC skills linked to scenarios and possible uses. The purpose is
to use this manual for training so that you can then master the tool according to your speech.
By having a better knowledge of scenarios and software operating the trainer will know how to find
educational resources and situations to meet the training needs.
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Examples of skills
Select the position on the road

The position on the road in normal operating
Scenario 17/ Eco-driving on road

This scenario begins on a road without central road
marking which allow student to position with minimum of
marks. Ask him to drive on 200 meters (before the
roundabout) positioning correctly on its way. In the
Replay, with camera 2 check and comment its position.
Make the group react.
Cross the roundabout, you find yourselves on a road
section with median line and you will cross several
vehicles. In the Replay, with the camera 2, check and
comment its position. Make the group react.
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Position on the road changing the direction
Cross an intersection or change the direction
Intersections, intersections without signs

Intersections with signs
Scenario 17/ Eco-driving on road
Always in this scenario you will meet the crossing of a roundabout, an intersection on road with priority
character, and an intersection in T. Made cross each of intersections to a different student and
comment its attitude (be watchful to his look, to perceive if he takes the left and right information. You
can place on front of simulator, in the face of student, to give your decision on its eyes in the approach
of the intersection. (camera 2)

Scenario 12/ Give way to the right

The student drives straight on; after several intersections, he will be confronted with failure to give way.
12

Use what is going to take place to discuss with the participants. (camera 2)

Scenario 08, 09, 10/ Roundabout

Make take the roundabout to the student and use the Replay to explain so that you expect from him
in relation to the vehicle path. You can yourself drive and cross the roundabout to have ideal path
which will serve in example and for mental representation in driving later. (camera 2)

Scenario 11/ Give way

Make do the exercise to the student and comment the Replay on its insertion (camera 2)

Road markings
Scenario 17/ Eco-driving on road

Road markings
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Scenario 18/ Highway discover

Road markings on highway

Scenario 27, 28/ City discover

Road markings in the city
Drive and comment directly in the scenario progression or in the Replay with the
cameras. You can do the same for the met road vertical signs.

Lights
Scenario 13/ Yellow light

Read the scenario instructions. Make do the exercise to the student and then the variants to
indicate different situations regarding the same place. Comment what takes place to each Replay.
(camera 2)
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The behaviour with speed
Scenario 1/ Handling

Ask to a student to drive in a normal way by adjusting his speed well. Once comfortable,
Ask him to accelerate in an important way until he loses control of vehicle. This exercise can
also made with or without help driving systems to make understand what can bring the ABS
or ESP in a critical case.

Speed in the presence of other users
Cohabiting between users
Consider all the users

Pedestrians / cyclists / two-wheels
Scenario 7/ Priority between a bike and a car

Made do the exercise and made react the group on formal and informal indicates being able to lead
what happen. Make get to realize the rear-views controls importance.

Scenario 15/ Pedestrian being about to cross
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Excellent scenario for the confrontation to sensitive users. Make a first student drive. Analyse and
comment. Make a second student drive asking him to make better than precede student now as he
had explanations. Place you in variant 1 to modify the scenario. The student will be only attentive to
the pushchair and will not see appearing the young people who runs towards him. Comment with the
group what passed.

Scenario 6/ Country road

In the basic scenario, you are confronted with a vehicle which go through a STOP sign. In the variant 1
It’s a scooter which pulls on behind a truck and is in front of you.
Risky situation, analyse and group comments during the Replay with the possibility to make come
into play some physiological changes (alcohol).

Scenario 20/ Breakdown bus

In this scenario, you go to be able to handle the notion of vigilance towards the other users.
Surroundings the bus, many elements can be source of discussion.
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Bus / truck
Scenario 21/ Follow a heavy truck

Make drive a student and comment. Analyse the Replay in group. This same exercise can be
realized in the rain with a lesser visibility.

Scenario 50/ Follow a heavy truck in the rain
Scenario 14/ Priority public transport

Make drive a student and comment. Analyse the Replay in group.

Animals
Scenario 19/ Wild animals crossing

Make drive a student and when he will has go over the intersection draw his attention asking to control
its rear-views. This second of attention loss will be enough to make him collide with the wild boar
crossing. Analyse and comment in the Replay.
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The speed according to the
weather conditions
Drive when the visibility or road holding is reduced
Lights using
Scenario 117/ Unit handling
On the track by night make the lights work in off by explaining the length of lights code beams. Train
your student to pass from a position to another one while taking the track bends.

Night
Scenario 19/ Road – Wild animals crossing and next scenario

135.

To illustrate night effects on driving it is possible to use
all the scenarios in night mode. It is interesting to do
same exercise first time in daylight mode and by night
in second.
During the first driving phase in daylight
(by example scenario 13/ Road –
Wild animals crossing) highlight well the
intersection, the visibility far away of blue
vehicle, the wild animal crossing.
You can even let know the driver that
there is a wild animal. Next, with another
driver of the group you make the same
18

scenario but by night this time. Once the driving phase made, use the register to show all that we
don’t see anymore. The intersection, the beacons which we discover at the last moment, the passage
in crossing lights which reduces the field of view, and the dark wild boar sombre in the black night.

Theme which we can treat:
Lights, night crossing, reduced speed, position on the road, visual changes with alcohol
or glasses.

Scenario 19/ Wild animals crossing

Make drive a student who will follow the white van by turning left at the intersection. Make him pass
from crossing lights to full beam several times to see what occurs regarding the visibility and difficulty
which it can produce to the other users. During the Replay with the camera 2, approach then the
radiator grill of vehicle in time where he passes in full beam to share in all the dazzling.

Theme which we can treat:
Other users, night vision, reduced speed, dazzling, lights management.
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Rain
Scenario 35/ Country road

Put the variant 2 to be able to run for a long time. Make drive a student. Ask him to run with windscreen
wipers in different speeds; then handle it off too. Make react the group on what happen. Next when you
go to approach the bends over 50 km/h the vehicle risks a road holding loss. There also, work with the
Replay to explain what happened; zoom on wheels which are soaked by water. Make react and speak
the group.

Theme which we can treat:
Road holding, visibility, speed reduced.

Fog
Scenario 105/ Highway insertion

A student drives, he will be confronted with a thick fog according to the location. He has to adjust his
speed.
Analyse with the group the student driving in the circulation flow.

Scenario 93/ Country road
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Emergency situation in the intersection, the vehicle on the right pass through the stop sign. The fog
discomfort the visibility.
Work on speed adaptation, concentration. If the accident occurs, see the analysis with the decoupling
response time and braking time. By using the alcohol functions you will also have the speeds of shock.

Snow ice
Scenario 59/ Handling on sur iced snow

A student drive without ABS or ESP to fill loss of adhesion. Before starting, use the camera 2, put the
close-up view on the wheel and ask to the student to accelerate strongly in first speed to make skid
the vehicle. Stop it and ask him to do thing by starting in second, by working the point of skid. You can
also redo the exercise with ESP so that he sees that his strong acceleration is managed by the
embedded computer and that there will be no skid.

Make drive the student in straight line and make do an
on line breaking to show the loads transfer; redo the
same braking while the vehicle is in curve. Replay and
comments: strength in presence, mechanism, etc…
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Scenario 61/ Safety distance

A student drives and must follow the vehicle which precede him, the distance is fixed to one second no
matter the speed. When the previous vehicle is braking, the student cannot stop his without hit. In the
Replay, make understand the need to keep a very important space when we run on snow; It is also
necessary to moderate strongly its speed. Make react the group. Scenario 63/ Highway insertion

under snow

Make pass the students please wait your turn on this exercise so that they feel well driving on
snow. Comment the driving with them. Talk about the Replay.

Wind
Scenario 59/ Handling on iced snow
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If your software allows, take the VUL 20 m² because his wind factor is more important. Select the
variant 1. A student drives and fits on the highway overtaking heavy trucks. During the Replay, you
can explain the perceptible wind signs (windsock). Overtaking the trucks queue, we know that the
driver will be protect from the strong side wind and that when his vehicle passes in the space
between heavy trucks, the risks are more important to endure path modifications. Explain to the
group that it is necessary to moderate the speed and to be always ready to counter the strength of
the wind on the vehicle with light haul on the wheel.

Driving in normal conditions on road and in the
city
Stop distance and speed
The braking distance
the stop distance
Scenario 2/ Emergency stop

A student drives and must accelerate strongly then stop the vehicle when a buzzer or visual indicator
Draw attention. When the vehicle is stopped, the exercise is ended.
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Analyse. Let make the simulator, the braking is presented with a soccer stadium which goal line is on a
par with signal having generate the braking. The react decoupling distance and braking distance appear.
To you to explain and analyse with the group what happened. Use the alcohol button to show the stop
distance modification in this case.
Here you can work with the driving help systems ABS ESP to highlight their utility.

Stops and disturbing parking
Stops and hazardous parking
Scenario 27/ Discover the city

It’s up to you to drive. Park your vehicle in places where it disturbs the traffic. Hide a traffic light or a
sign prevent the departure of firefighter vehicles, etc…. In each of your stops, use the camera 2 to
show what disturb in your attitude. Make react the group (if you can choice the vehicle, make this
exercise with the VUL 20 m²).

Scenario 29/ Roads and bridges
Do the same thing that previous chapter but on road.
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Cross, overtake,
to be overtake
Crossing
Overtaking
Scenario 3/ Safety distance

Select the variant 2. Make drive a student. Analyse in group what happen during the braking.

Scenario 5/ Highway insertion and insertion

Select the variant 2. Make drive a student. He will has to fit on highway and manage the distances
with the other vehicles. You can encourage him to overtake. At the end of scenario, a bus cut up the
road. Replay: analyse with the camera 2 and discuss with the group from : how avoid the accident, le
overtaking, etc… .
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The bends
Dynamical aspects of bends
Scenario 06/ Country roads

Put the variant 2 to be able to run for a long time. Make drive a student. Arrived in the bends area in
slope, you can comment the bends signalisation, make accelerate the student so that he losses the
vehicle control. During the Replay, you comment what happened.

Theme which we can treat:
Adherence, visibility, speed adaptation.
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Communication:
Hazard warning lights, klaxon, flash of your lights
Scenario 06/ Country road

Make drive a student, speak to him during his acceleration so that he is disrupted in approach of
intersection. There will be or not accident but the vehicle to the right crossed the white line. Analyse
with the group explaining that when we have a doubt on the intentions of others, to warn allow often
to change a situation.
Take his place, begin again the exercise, and arriving to around 100 meters of intersection while the
vehicle to the right begin to move, use the klaxon. At this moment, this one stands and you can pass.
Discussion and analyse with the group.

Alcohol, medicaments, and other addictions
Influences and alcohol effects
Scenario 06/ Country road

Make drive a student; in the intersection, a vehicle on right go through a STOP sign. Either the
student stop, or he hit it.
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In the Replay click on 0,8 g in the right lower corner and run the Replay. With the camera 2 you can
observe another yellow vehicle (Pastis vehicle) which will take back the student driving but with
addiction. Comment the result with the group.

Scenario 21/ Follow a heavy truck

Put the variant 2. Make also the driver under addiction to 0,5 g. Make drive the student and do
comment by the group of participants what they observe.

Insertion from stop, private road
Scenario 29/ Roads and bridges

In the intersection, you must cross the STOP. Show how do it to the students.
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Scenario 16/ Discover of city 1

Make drive a student, advising a moderated speed. After one minute, he arrives at one STOP. Once
that he has crossed it run the Replay and explain the situation: marking, vehicle position, etc. Make
react the group.

Highway particularity
Insertion and deceleration ways
Driving rules on highway
Stop and parking on highway
Highway signalling
Scenario 4,5,18,23/ Highway

Take all the highway scenario. Make work highway insertions or deceleration. Make a
signalling description work during driving, etc.
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Skids
Scenario 1/ handling track

Show the skid to the group, the loads transfer, loss of adherence. Execute a series of skids in different
manners (handbrake, loss of control, violent braking without ABS with trajectory modification tests,
etc… Use the Replay and the camera 2 to come back on each skid to analyse and explain what happen.
Make do some tests to the students. Success guaranteed.

Tunnels
Scenario / Tunnels
Drive to the tunnel. Stop. With the camera 2, show the emergency devices which
Are here.
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Vocabulary
Amplitude from –20 to +20: each hand sharing a half of steering wheel, the left hand
never rise far than 12 o’clock without fall lower than less twenty o’clock, the right hand
does the same without exceeding more twenty o’clock. Each hand act pulling the
steering wheel.
Drivetrain: it includes three elements transmitting the motricity in wheels. In this
drivetrain, there is two elements which can interrupt the wheel’s traction by the engine.
The clutch situated between the engine and the gearbox, and the gearbox situated
between the clutch and the wheels. Each element has a different job but
complementary in our driving.
The engine allows to get more of strength and power.
The clutch allows to separate the engine and gearbox therefore of wheels to be able
to stop, to change speeds easily and master a very low speed.
The gearbox allows to modify the engine strength and speed therefore of wheels.
Overlapping: the hands amplitude limits the steering wheels rotation if we don’t
move them. Thus, when we turn right, the right hand is going to put the steering
wheel to 12 o’clock to bring him to twenty o’clock, the left hand following the steering
wheel rotation, then the right hand is going to overlap the left to renew the steering
wheel rotation while the left hand will come to replace to less ten o’clock to follow the
rotation without cross your arms and wait. The hands can change of position quickly
and handle an accuracy path without bumps.
Cluster switch: they are levers placed on both side of steering wheel allowing to run
the necessary accessories indispensables for driving without release the steering
wheel.
Torque and power: the torque is the moving force of an engine and of his association
to gear. It is in the normal rates that we obtain most associated strength with for first
four gear of box. The power is the maximal speed offered by the engine on a gave
gear. Thus, the vehicle maximum speed in first gear is obtain with at a high level of
output.
Gyroscopic effect and caster angle: the gyroscopic effect of a wheel move toward
handle it in his axle (in some speed we can release the hands of bike handlebar without
destabilizing with this effect!). The caster angle is the angle formed by the direction
which run the wheel and allows it to stay straight. These two combined effects always
return guiding wheels in straight line. The driver just has to brake more or less the
steering wheel after turned so that the car replaces in straight line.
Equipment: it’s about the accessories whom is equipped the car. They are used for
driver to his security (airbag, hazard warning lights…), that of the others (setting of
crossing beams seat...), comfort (heating system…) and facilitate driving (height setting
of steering wheel…) if they are used wisely and when necessary (radio commands on
steering wheel…).
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Gear scaling: each gear offer an overtaking speed range according to the revving
engine. Thus, the first allows in slow revving to run from 15 km/h to 35 km/h in high,
the second propose a moving speed range more important from 20 km/h to around 50
km/h… and so forth.
Lights: it’s about all lights whom is equipped the car. As case, they allow to be seen,
see and communicate our intentions.
Datasheet: it’s about the complete car description with indications allow to make
some checking (tire pressure, tank capacity…).
Braking and engine braking: it is possible to use two possibilities to slow down, the
first is to stop to accelerate and therefore to make slow down its engine which will
slow downed the wheels by itself, the second is to brake gradually with braking pedal
to control the braking distance.
Slide: when the steering wheel is turned and we run in a speed of at least 20 km/h, it
is enough to release the push on the steering wheel so that wheels replace it in
straight line. Finally, the driver must brake more or less strongly on the steering
wheel according the wished trajectory.
Gear lever: it’s about the control acting on the gearbox. It allows to change the gears
(cog of speeds a l s o named « speeds ») according with speed and engine speed.
Liquid levels: it’s about the necessary quantity for different car elements to operate
properly (oil level, glass cleaner…).
Acceleration pedal: it’s about the right pedal which act on the engine. More pushing
on this pedal more the engine turn quickly.
Clutch pedal: it’s about the left pedal which act on clutch. If the pedal is push, we
clutch, it means that we uncouple the element which precede the clutch (engine) of
this one which follow (gearbox). When we released, we clutch, it means that couple
the drivetrain elements. The transitional position is named « slipping point », it’s the
moment when the engine is linked to the gearbox.
Brake pedal: it’s about the central pedal which act on brake of four wheels
simultaneous. Firstly, it activates the stop lights then allow to slow down pushing
lightly, to brake and to stop pushing strongly.
Position (10H10 or 9H15): the hands have to hold the steering wheel in perfectly
symmetric way. The steering wheel can be think as a clock mainframe. The position
offering the quickest and more accuracy movements is the one where the left hand is
to less ten o’clock and the right hand is to noon ten o’clock (then the hands can take
hold quickly upper of the steering wheel to change the direction efficiently). The other
position is more compatible with long rides without bends because the hands are
further away steering wheel upper and arms lower are more relaxed.
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Tires pressure: it’s about the air volume needs for tires allowing to assure an
optimal road adherence and limit the explosion risk.
3 times look: the look determine the direction, also it allows to give information to brain
which allows to correctly analyze the driving situations. It is thus necessary to make
sure of its placement, anticipate the situations and possibly correct the path. The look
is thus going to take place in approximatively 4 seconds before the car and anticipate
toward the infinity in the direction which we are going to take, to return near the car to
verify his path and adjust it again according with the state or kind of the road. Then it’s
a repetitive look movement which will has to be make in driving.
Engine revving (5): the engine has an operating speeds range. His rotation speed is
measured in rotations made per minute. Under the slow revving (approximatively 800
rpm) the engine is undernourished and work badly, we are in undernourished.
Between 800 and 1 500 rpm, the engine turns slowly and has few power, we are in low
revving. Between 1 500 and 3 000 rpm, the engine then turns normally and increase
his power to reach the optimal efficiency around 3 000 rpm, we are in normal revving.
Between 3 000 and 4 500 rpm, the engine turns at his maximal capacity in speed.
We are in high revving over 4 500 rpm, the engine turns too fast and can be damaged,
We are in over-revving. The revving announced are for a kind of motorization and then
evolve according with cars (see the manufacturer or retailer datasheet to know the
specifications of each vehicle).
Flexibility: that is how that has to be kept the steering wheel to reduce the direction
spaces in particular bound linked to the road coat.
This assure also a better road sensation and of his path.
Synchronization: in the gear changes the mechanical actions must do one after the
other quickly and logically. Thus, to change the gear, it is necessary to stop accelerate,
clutch, gear change, clutch and accelerate again. Every movement must do quickly and
finished before begin the next.
Dashboard: it’s about all indicators and displays let the driver know on his driving,
vehicle state and operating of some equipment.
Steering wheel: it’s about the ring placed in front of the driver allowing to act with
accuracy and easily (especially when there is a power steering) on the car.
Alarms indicators: of red color, they show a serious operating problem needing an
Absolut stop as soon as possible.
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